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Projects
1. ACIAR-funded project on linkages between Indonesia's agricultural production, trade and the environment
2. The next WTO round of trade negotiations
3. Asia Pacific regional integration
4. Barriers to trade in services

Recent and forthcoming publications using GTAP (many are downloadable from the CIES website at www.adelaide.edu.au/cies)

ACIAR Indonesia Research Project Working Papers


98.06 Strutt, Anna, "Trade Liberalization and Land Degradation in Indonesia", March 1998.


**CIES Seminar Papers**


**Monographs in preparation**

**Indonesia's Boom and Crisis in a Reforming World Economy: Effects on Agriculture, Trade and the Environment** Indonesia's Boom and Crisis in a Reforming World Economy: Effects on Agriculture, Trade and the Environment (to be published by CIES)


**ABAC's Proposed APEC Food System**

**Barriers to Trade in Services** (jointly with ANU and the Productivity Commission, to be published by Routledge)